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D Arlando Fortune, or “Fortune” as he prefers to be called, is a 
former government accountant turned entrepreneur and self-
publishing strategist. Although he graduated from Howard 
University with honors & an opportunity to play professional 
baseball, he chose to become a government accountant.

But his strong desire to help people in need led him to real estate 
investing where he focused on distressed home sellers. Financial 
success in real estate revealed emotional and mental wounds that 
needed healing. It wasn’t until he sought a deeper spiritual 
connection with God that his life began to turn around.

Fortune earned his Master’s degree in Psychology from Grand 
Canyon University and is currently going after a Ph.D. in Psychology 
with a focus in Human Performance. On a lighter note: He’s a proud 
father of two awesome kids, an athlete, a martial arts movie junkie, 
and loves chocolate chip cookies… but only soft batch.

He’s the creator of the RACE Formula™, the SIGNATURE Book 
Formula™, and founder of No Doubt Nation where the followers live 
by one mantra: “Make LIFE Happen… EVERYDAY!” 

With the release of The 4-Hour Book (formerly How to Write Your 
First Book in Less Than 4 Hours), Fortune narrowed in on his best 
service to date – self-publishing strategy. He's also the author of:
• Unlimited Potential: How to Stop Loving with Fear, Doubt, and 

Uncertainty  
• Overcoming Procrastination: How to Stop Procrastinating, Change 

Your Limiting Beliefs, Live in Your Purpose, and Start Making 
Things Happen  

• Free from Silence: 12 Success Stories of Overcoming Secrets, 
Shame, and Sadness

Contact Info:
dwight@darlandofortune.com
240-242-5377
@DArlandoFortune
@DArlandoFortune
linkedin.com/in/DArlandoFortune
@DArlandoFortune

Topics:
• Self-publishing
• Content creation
• Copywriting
• Marketing strategy
• High-performance/Productivity
• Addiction recovery

Questions:
1. You explain the importance of 

creating multiple streams of 
income. Can you share a specific 
example?

2. Why do you emphasize that every 
expert should write a book?

3. What is the STORY Formula™ and 
why is it so effective?

4. How did you go from facing 12 
years of prison to a bestselling 
author?

5. Can you tell us why you no longer 
believe in writer's block?

6. What can you tell our listeners who 
are afraid to write their book or don’t 
think their ideas are good enough?

7. How do our listeners overcome 
procrastination, perfectionism, or 
impostor syndrome?

8. How do our listeners get started
writing and monetizing their book?
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